
2016 PROVISIONER RED TABLE WINE
The Groundwork
In early frontier days the small-town, general store was the social hub and lifeline for the hardy 
pioneers that settled the American Southwest. These stores, or provisioners, sold everything 
from nails to flour, blankets to whiskey. Arizona, despite our efforts to tame her, is still a wild 
place with many secrets lying just below the surface. The most recent discovery is the propensity 
for the vine to thrive here and to yield a fine nectar that is indisputably Southwestern. 
Provisioner wines capture and share the soul of this place, and they do so in the spirit of the 
old-time general store: they support new exploration, they push us into new territory and make 
this quest we are on a little more honest and enjoyable. And all of this without breaking the 
bank. Drink well. These are wines for the people!

The Wine
Provisioner Wines are locally grown and produced to be enjoyed by everyone on any occasion. 
Arizona has developed in to a prominent winegrowing and winemaking region. With the 
burgeoning Arizona wine industry, the desire for this creation presented itself and the moment 
was seized. Utilizing the unique Southwestern terrain, Provisioner Wines have quickly become 
a favorite throughout the Copper State. Each bottle is straightforward and delectable, and can 
be enjoyed by wine enthusiasts and temporary skeptics alike. From our vineyards to your table, 
our pledge to great wine can be tasted and enjoyed in each and every bottle of Provisioner 
Wines.

Tasting Notes
Nose: Raspberry and pie cherries, followed by light floral aromas and forest floor with lingering 

aromas of vanilla. Palate: Cherry and raspberry continue on the palate with hints of tobacco; 
shoyu and baking spices on the long finish.

Low                            High  Low                            High  Light                               Bold

Tannin Acidity Body

Food Pairings
�is wine really shines when paired next to simple seafood dishes such as shell�sh and especially 
oysters. Also, it’s bold enough to hold up to heartier dishes such as roast chicken, wild fowl and 
cream-based recipes.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Alcohol: 12.6% | Aging: Stainless Steel & Neutral Oak| Cases: 2675 | Kegs: 400 | Bottled: August 1, 2017
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Wine For The People

Cabernet Sauvignon 46% • Grenache 21% • Merlot 12% • Sangiovese 12% • Pinot Noir 9%


